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ABSTRACT
We have updated the Munich galaxy formation model, L-galaxies, to follow the radial distributions
of stars and atomic and molecular gas in galaxy discs. We include an H2-based star-formation law,
as well as a detailed chemical-enrichment model with explicit mass-dependent delay times for SN-
II, SN-Ia and AGB stars. Information about the star formation, feedback and chemical-enrichment
histories of discs is stored in 12 concentric rings. The new model retains the success of its predecessor
in reproducing the observed evolution of the galaxy population, in particular, stellar mass functions
and passive fractions over the redshift range 0 6 z 6 3 and mass range 8 6 log(M∗/M ) 6 12, the
black hole-bulge mass relation at z = 0, galaxy morphology as a function of stellar mass and the
mass-metallicity relations of both stellar and gas components. In addition, its detailed modelling of
the radial structure of discs allows qualitatively new comparisons with observation, most notably
with the relative sizes and masses of the stellar, atomic and molecular components in discs. Good
agreement is found with recent data. Comparison of results obtained for simulations differing in
mass resolution by more than two orders of magnitude shows that all important distributions are
numerically well converged even for this more detailed model. An examination of metallicity and
surface-density gradients in the stars and gas indicates that our new model, with star formation,
chemical enrichment and feedback calculated self-consistently on local disc scales, reproduces some
but not all of the trends seen in recent many-galaxy IFU surveys.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: high-redshift –
methods: analytical – methods: statistical
1 INTRODUCTION
Rapid developments in telescope/detector technology and
in computational power in recent decades have resulted
in major advances in our understanding of galaxy for-
mation from both theoretical and observational perspec-
tives. Observations have been able to fully characterize
the stellar mass (e.g. Bell et al. 2003; Bundy et al. 2005;
Faber et al. 2007; Ilbert et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2013) and
star formation rate (e.g. Lilly et al. 1996; Madau et al. 1996;
Madau & Dickinson 2014) content of the Universe across
? E-mail:brunohenriques83@gmail.com
most of cosmic history, while simulations have developed fair
representations of the real universe in cosmological boxes
while resolving galaxies smaller than the Small Magellanic
Cloud (SMC) (e.g. Henriques et al. 2015; Vogelsberger et al.
2014; Schaye et al. 2015).
Despite these successes, most observational galaxy for-
mation work has, until recently, been focused on statis-
tical studies of the distributions of global galaxy prop-
erties with little attention paid to how material is dis-
tributed within galaxies. However, this is changing swiftly
with the advent of large surveys using multi-object integral
field unit (IFU) spectrographs (Croom et al. 2012: SAMI,
Sa´nchez et al. 2012: CALIFA, Bundy et al. 2015: MaNGA)
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and radio interferometer maps of galaxies with exquisite spa-
tial resolution (e.g., ALMA). In order to provide theoretical
models that can help interpret the results of these surveys,
both hydrodynamical simulations and semi-analytic models
of galaxy formation must extend their capabilities. In par-
ticular, they must accurately track the spatial distributions
of stars, of ionized, atomic and molecular gas, of star forma-
tion and of heavy elements in galactic discs. Simultaneously,
such models must remain consistent with the overall time
evolution of the distribution of global galaxy properties.
These aspects of galaxy evolution will automatically
be addressed by cosmological hydrodynamical simulations
as their resolution and the realism of their subgrid mod-
elling are improved (see e.g. Schaye et al. 2015; Dave´ et al.
2016; Dubois et al. 2016; Pillepich et al. 2018, for recent ad-
vances) but the computational expense of such simulations
makes it difficult to treat large volumes at high resolution
or to survey the parameter space of their subgrid models.
The dramatic speed-up afforded by semi-analytic simula-
tions solves these last two problems at the expense of a
much more schematic representation of hydrodynamic pro-
cesses and galaxy structure. Some aspects of the internal
structure of galaxies beyond their size, mass and bulge-to-
disc ratio have been treated in previous semi-analytic models
(SAMs). Fu et al. (2010, 2012, 2013) tracked the properties
of galaxy discs in a set of nested rings, enabling improved
treatments of the different cold gas phases and of star forma-
tion. They also tested a variety of recipes for the conversion
of atomic into molecular hydrogen and of molecular hydro-
gen into stars. Most of this work was based on the Guo et al.
(2011) version of L-galaxies. A similar approach has been
adopted more recently by Stevens et al. (2016) in the con-
text of the SAGE model.
Lagos et al. (2011a,b), Popping et al. (2014) and
Somerville et al. (2015) introduced recipes to follow differ-
ent cold-gas phases and tested H2-dependent star-formation
laws for the GALFORM and Santa Cruz models, respec-
tively. These studies were single-zone treatments based on
a single-size estimate and an assumed density-profile shape
for each galaxy. Martindale et al. (2017) post-processed the
Henriques et al. (2015) version of L-galaxies and showed
that model results for the low-mass end of the stellar and
HI mass functions could be better reconciled with observa-
tions by such more elaborate treatments of the gas phases
(something that had previously been found to be problem-
atic Lu et al. 2012; Henriques et al. 2015).
Another important ingredient for realistic galaxy for-
mation models is a detailed treatment of chemical enrich-
ment. This needs to include the ability to follow the forma-
tion and evolution of the stars that contribute significantly
to the (metallicity-dependent) release of mass, energy and
heavy elements through various enrichment channels, pri-
marily, core collapse supernovae (SNII), supernovae of type
Ia (SNIa) and asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars. Such
a model was introduced into the Guo et al. (2011) version
of L-galaxies by Yates et al. (2013) and into the GAEA
model by De Lucia et al. (2014).
Incorporating a full chemical-enrichment model with
the ability to track different gas phases in spatially-resolved
rings represents a significant technical upgrade to standard
SAMs, because the formation of each galaxy has to be re-
solved both temporally and spatially. This introduces a new
level of complexity, but the expectation is that current and
future observational constraints will require the expansion in
the number of degrees of freedom and strongly constrain the
associated parameters. The problem of properly sampling
the high-dimensional parameter space can be tackled using
robust statistical techniques initially introduced in this field
by Kampakoglou et al. (2008) and Henriques et al. (2009).
These have since been extended to include a wide range
of models and sampling methods (Benson & Bower 2010;
Bower et al. 2010; Henriques et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2011,
2012; Henriques et al. 2013; Mutch et al. 2013; Benson 2014;
Ruiz et al. 2015). Such methods are also a crucial tool for
the work presented in this paper.
Here we present a new version of the Munich semi-
analytic model of galaxy evolution, L-galaxies, that in-
cludes a variety of new modelling features while retaining
past successes. In particular, it matches equally well to the
observed evolution of galaxy abundance as a function of a
wide range of global properties (stellar mass, luminosity,
colour, morphology, size, star formation rate (SFR), metal-
licity, central black hole mass) as well as to the scaling rela-
tions between properties. Applying the new model simulta-
neously to two large simulations of very different mass reso-
lution enables tests against observation over a very wide dy-
namic range (e.g. four orders of magnitude in stellar mass).
The new features follow the structure of galaxy discs in much
more detail than before, allowing for comparison with the
observed masses, sizes and structure of the atomic, molecu-
lar and stellar components of discs, as well as to their ob-
served metallicities and metallicity gradients.
In Section 2 we outline the extensions we have made to
the model of Henriques et al. (2015). In section 3 we then
show that the new model can fit the observations of abun-
dances and passive fractions that were used to constrain pa-
rameters in that paper to about the same level of accuracy
as the original model. In addition we show that the new
model also fits new observational constraints for the local
content of cold gas in different phases. Section 4 discusses
how the more detailed treatment of galaxy structure affects
model results for global galaxy properties other than those
used to calibrate the model. Section 5 then concentrates on
model results for the radial structure of discs, comparing
with results from recent Integral Field Unit (IFU) surveys
of galaxy structure. These represent the main breakthrough
of the present work. Finally, Section 6 presents a summary
of our results and some conclusions.
2 UPDATES TO GALAXY FORMATION
MODELLING
In this section we describe how the treatment of astro-
physical processes within L-galaxies has changed since the
last version of the model with publicly-released catalogues
(Henriques et al. 2015). As with that version, a full and
updated description of the model is presented in the sup-
plementary material of the journal submission and is also
available online on our model webpage1. The same MCMC
1 https://lgalaxiespublicrelease.github.io/
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method is used to fully explore the parameter space. In ad-
dition to the stellar mass function and red fractions as a
function of stellar mass at z = 0 and 2, we also include the
HI mass function at z = 0 as a constraint. The parameter
choices for our best-fit model are shown in table 1. A de-
tailed comparison with values from previous versions of our
model, as well as marginalized 1D-likelihood distributions
from the MCMC sampling, are presented in the supplemen-
tary material.
The model is self-consistently coupled to the evolu-
tion of dark-matter sub-haloes identified in dark-matter-
only N-body simulations. As in Henriques et al. (2015) we
use the Millennium (Springel et al. 2005) and Millennium-
II (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2008) simulations scaled to the
Planck cosmology (σ8 = 0.829, H0 = 67.3 km s−1Mpc−1, ΩΛ =
0.685, Ωm = 0.315, Ωb = 0.0487, fb = 0.155 and n = 0.96) fol-
lowing the Angulo & Hilbert (2015) procedure. After rescal-
ing, the Millennium simulation box has a side-length corre-
sponding to 714 Mpc and a particle mass of 1.43 × 109 M .
The Millennium-II follows a region one fifth the linear size
of the Millennium simulation, resulting in 125 times bet-
ter mass resolution. Throughout the paper, the Millennium
simulation is used for galaxies with log10(M∗/M ) > 9 and
log10(MHI/M ) > 9 and the Millennium-II simulation for
galaxies with lower masses. As in previous models, the dis-
tributions of most galaxy properties agree well in the two
simulations over the mass range 9.0 < log10(M∗/M ) < 11.0
where they are well determined in both2.
Baryonic components are followed using a set of cou-
pled differential equations. Primordial gas falls with the dark
matter onto sufficiently massive haloes, where it is shock-
heated. The efficiency of radiative cooling then determines
whether it is added directly to the cold gas of the central
galaxy, or resides for a while in a hot-gas atmosphere. In
our new model, the properties of cold interstellar gas are
followed in concentric rings where cold gas is partitioned
into HI and H2 and the latter is converted into stars, both
quiescently and in merger-induced starbursts that also drive
the growth of central supermassive black holes. Stellar evo-
lution is tracked independently in each ring and not only de-
termines the photometric appearance of the final galaxy, but
also heats and enriches its gas components, in many cases
driving material into the wind reservoir, from where it may
later fall back into the galaxy. Accretion of hot gas onto cen-
tral black holes gives rise to radio-mode feedback, regulating
condensation of hot gas onto the galaxy. Environmental pro-
cesses affect the gas components of galaxies (ram-pressure
might strip the hot component while tidal stripping affects
hot gas, cold gas and stars), as well as the partition of stars
between discs, bulges and the intracluster light.
2.1 Resolved properties of galaxies
Semi-analytic models traditionally aim to follow the key
baryonic components of galaxies in a global manner. i.e. a
2 The exception are properties that strongly depend on the
merger history of a galaxy, e.g. galaxy sizes and morphologies
shown in Figs. 16 and 17 for which we base our analysis mostly
on Millennium-II.
Table 1. Parameter choices for our best fit model, determined
by MCMC sampling of the parameter space, using the evolution
of the stellar mass function (Fig. 4, at z = 0 and z = 2), the
evolution of the red fraction as a function of stellar mass (Fig. 5,
at z = 0 and z = 2) and the HI mass function (Fig. 9, at z = 0) as
observational constraints. The bottom 4 parameters are not well
constrained by these observations and were fixed a priori. A full
description of these parameters and of the equations that define
our galaxy formation model is presented in the supplementary
material of the journal submission and in our model webpage.
Parameter value units
αSF 0.06
αSF,burst 0.5
βSF,burst 0.38
kAGN 2.5 × 10−3 [ M yr−1]
fBH 0.066
VBH 700 [km s−1]
reheat 5.6
Vreheat 110 [km s−1]
βreheat 2.9
ηeject 5.5
Veject 220 [km s−1]
βeject 2.0
γreinc 1.2 × 1010 [yr−1]
Mr.p. 5.1 × 104 [1010 M ]
αdyn.fric. 1.8
Fixed
vinflow 1.0 [km s−1 kpc−1]
Rmerger 0.1
fz,hot,TypeII 0.3
fz,hot,TypeIa 0.3
single value describes the amount of cold gas in the interstel-
lar medium (ISM), or stars in a disc, or the total amount of
hot gas in a halo, with no attempt to model the spatial dis-
tribution of material inside these components. Consequently,
there is a relatively simple connection between dark matter
and galaxy baryonic properties.
Despite introducing a significant additional layer of
complexity, there are advantages to following the spatial dis-
tribution of material within these components. One clear
benefit is the possibility of making direct comparisons with
kpc-scale observations of properties such as stellar or gas sur-
face density, SFR or metallicity within nearby galaxies. Such
comparisons are becoming viable now that dedicated surveys
with modern multi-object IFU spectrographs have greatly
increased the number of galaxies with spatially resolved data
(Bacon et al. 2010; Croom et al. 2012; Sa´nchez et al. 2012;
Bundy et al. 2015).
The ability to track galactic discs spatially is also crit-
ical for modelling the transition from atomic to molecular
gas. Molecular-gas formation is believed to depend on gas
density and to occur predominantly in the densest regions
near the centres of galaxies. In order to follow the formation
of H2 correctly, it is necessary to track the surface density
of cold gas inside galaxies. This in turn allows for the possi-
bility of a spatially resolved model for star formation based
on H2 rather than total ISM gas.
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In the present work, we limit our spatial tracking to the
stellar and gas discs of galaxies. Following Fu et al. (2013),
this is done by dividing the gas and stellar discs into a series
of concentric annuli or ‘rings’, with outer edges given by:
ri = 0.01 × 2.0i h−1kpc (i = 1,2...12). (1)
We are therefore able to follow the accretion of cooling gas,
the transition of atomic to molecular gas, the conversion of
molecular gas into stars, and the release of energy and chem-
ical elements in individual rings within each model galaxy.
The radius of the inner rings is slightly smaller than that
adopted in Fu et al. (2013) in order to resolve the proper-
ties of dwarf galaxies. The fact that the same ring structure
is used for all galaxies allows us to easily add the content
in each ring for different components whenever two galaxies
merge (though this is, of course, an oversimplified version of
what actually happens in a galaxy merger).
2.2 Cooling, gas inflows, H2 formation and
H2-based star formation
2.2.1 Gas cooling
The first step in the modelling of resolved disc properties is
the choice of the surface-density profile of newly-added ma-
terial that cools from the hot halo. We assume that newly-
accreted cold gas follows an exponential profile (with a uni-
form metallicity equal to that of the hot gas):
Σgas(r) = Σ0gas exp(−r/rinfall), (2)
where:
Σ0gas =
mcool
2pir2infall
. (3)
Assuming angular momentum is conserved during gas cool-
ing and infall (Mo et al. 1998):
rinfall =
jhalo
2Vc
, (4)
where jhalo is the specific angular momentum of the halo
and Vc is its circular speed.3 Unlike in Guo et al. (2011)
and Henriques et al. (2015), we assume that the angular mo-
menta of infalling material is aligned with that already in
the disc. This, combined with having a ring structure with
fixed sizes, allows us to directly add new material into pre-
existing discs without having to shuﬄe material during ac-
cretion. The scale length of the accreted gas is determined
from the spin parameter of the halo of the central galaxy
and added to the existing disc. Accretion of cold gas from
satellite galaxies during mergers is treated as any other gas
accretion event. We note here that, if we did not assume
that angular momentum is aligned whenever gas compo-
nents merge, the characteristic sizes of different components
in galactic discs would be significantly reduced. However, in
the case of our model, that would not be sufficient to re-
plenish the innermost gas consumed by star formation. This
requires large radial inflows that we describe in the following
3 For an isothermal sphere, Vc is independent of radius; we set it
equal to the maximum circular velocity of the dark matter halo.
subsection. Once these are included they also largely deter-
mine global discs sizes.
For each cooling episode, the newly-accreted gas is di-
rectly superimposed onto the pre-existing gas profile. Since
the disc and halo sizes are smaller at high redshift, so is
the scale length of the infalling gas. As a result, the radial
extent of the infalling material is larger at later times, caus-
ing the disc to grow (see figure 1 in Fu et al. 2010). This
naturally leads to an inside-out growth of discs, as is in-
corporated in many disc formation models (e.g. Kauffmann
1996; Dalcanton et al. 1997; Avila-Reese et al. 1998; Dutton
2009; Fu et al. 2009; Pilkington et al. 2012).
2.2.2 Gas inflow
Whenever gas cools onto the disc we assume that it retains
its angular-momentum and that there is no subsequent an-
gular momentum loss during mergers or disc instabilities. In
reality, both the differences in angular momentum between
disc and infalling material (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974),
the transfer of angular momentum between the disc and
the dark-matter halo and galaxy interactions can lead to
the radial inflow of material towards the centre of galactic
discs. In addition, the gravitational interaction between gas
in the disc and non-axisymmetric stellar structures such as
bars and spirals can also drive the radial inflow of gas in
discs (Kalnajs 1972). Simple physical considerations yield
estimates of flow velocities ranging from 0.1 to a few km/s
(Lacey & Fall 1985; Bertin & Lin 1996). Observationally it
is particularly challenging to measure radial-flow rates due
to the irregularity of the flows in individual galaxies and
the fact that discs are frequently not axisymmetric. As a
result these have traditionally been modelled using sim-
ple parameterized inflow prescriptions (e.g. Lacey & Fall
1985; Portinari & Chiosi 2000; Scho¨nrich & Binney 2009;
Spitoni & Matteucci 2011).
Fu et al. (2013) tested the simplest prescription in
which the radial inflow velocity of gas is constant for the
whole disk (model A in Lacey & Fall 1985), but concluded
that moving enough gas from the outer to the inner disc
would lead to the excessive pile-up of gas in the very inner
disc. Instead, the authors found that a prescription in which
the rate of change of the angular momentum is proportional
to the angular momentum yields results that agree best with
observational data. Here, we adopt the same prescription, as
described below.
dLgas
dt
∝ Lgas, (5)
which leads to the velocity scaling with distance from the
centre:
vinflow = αvr =
r
tv
, (6)
assuming that Lgas = mgasrgasvcir.
We do not include αv in the MCMC sampling of the
parameter space since we do not include observations of
spatially resolved-properties as constraints. Nevertheless, we
adopt a larger value than in Fu et al. (2013) (αv = 1.0 in-
stead of 0.7 km s−1kpc−1, corresponding to tv ≈ 1.1 instead
of 1.4 Gyr) in order to reach a compromise between having
extended enough gas profiles for Milky-Way like galaxies and
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ensuring that gas in the outer rings of very massive galaxies
flows to the centre and forms stars within a few Gyrs af-
ter cooling has stopped. This is necessary to reproduce the
predominantly red colours of these systems at z = 0.
As possible alternatives to this radial flow formalism,
we have considered dropping the assumption that angular
momentum is aligned when gas components merge, or as-
suming that as much as 70% of the angular momentum can
be lost during cooling, but we find that neither can replace
our new prescription for the radial inflow of gas. The former
moves insufficient material towards galactic centres, while
the latter moves predominantly metal-poor gas that is inef-
ficient at forming molecular gas and stars. A further alter-
native, assuming that strong disc instabilities can transfer
large amounts of gas inwards in galactic discs, could mimic
the effect of our new radial-inflow model. This approach was
indeed adopted by Stevens et al. (2016), resulting in a model
that successfully reproduced the gas profiles of nearby galax-
ies.
The build-up of radially-resolved disc quantities in our
new model, as well as the impact of radial inflows, is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Top panels and bottom panels show,
respectively, the average evolution of radial profiles of star
formation surface density and of stellar mass for the progen-
itors of galaxies selected to have different masses and star
formation rates at z = 0. The left panels show the evolution
of profiles for galaxies in a simplified model without SN and
AGN feedback and without radial inflows of cold gas in discs
while the middle and right panels represent the evolution of
galaxies in the full model (without feedback and radial in-
flows, galaxies of all masses display similar profiles, therefore
we only show data for galaxies with intermediate mass for
the simplified model). For all models we can see that galax-
ies tend to increase their sizes and stellar surface densities
from high (red colours) to low redshift (blue colours) as new
cooling material is accreted onto discs.
Particularly interesting trends can be seen in the top
panels for the evolution of SFR density profiles. The need for
radial inflows of gas is clearly illustrated in the top-left panel
for progenitors of intermediate mass, star-forming galaxies,
in the simplified model. Even without any feedback, if ma-
terial is not moved inwards, star formation depletes the cold
gas in the inner regions of the galaxy, producing flatter SFR
surface-density profiles at low redshift. In other words, with-
out radial inflows, star formation alone produces inside out
quenching even in galaxies of relatively low mass. A more
realistic evolution of SFR density profiles for star-forming,
intermediate mass galaxies, is shown in the top-middle panel
for the full model. Radial inflows ensure that newly accreted
gas is spread evenly through the disc and star formation hap-
pens predominantly in the centre at all times.
Nevertheless, a flattening of SFR profiles at later times
can be seen in all the top panels, as star formation increases
in the outer rings. This is a direct consequence of having
stars forming in molecular clouds, which are predominantly
located in regions of high gas surface density and so near
the centres of galaxies. When combined with a model that
quenches massive galaxies at later times due to AGN feed-
back (top-right panel), the overall lower normalization of
the SFR profiles at later times results in apparent inside-
out quenching.
2.2.3 H2 formation
Fu et al. (2010, 2012, 2013) have tested different prescrip-
tions for the conversion of atomic hydrogen into molecules.
In particular, two prescriptions were implemented. The first
was the Krumholz et al. (2009) model, in which the H2 frac-
tion is primarily a function of local cold gas surface den-
sity and metallicity. The second was the relation originat-
ing from Elmegreen (1989, 1993), Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006)
and Obreschkow & Rawlings (2009), in which the fH2 is a
function of the pressure in the ISM.
As shown in Fu et al. (2010, 2012, 2013) galaxy prop-
erties are quite insensitive to this choice and depend much
more critically on the adopted star formation law. Never-
theless, some differences can be seen for the metal content
of cold gas, which better resemble observations when using
the Krumholz et al. (2009) prescription. Therefore, this will
be our default choice.
The Krumholz et al. (2009) model for H2 formation cal-
culates an equilibrium H2 fraction, fH2 = ΣH2/(ΣH2 +ΣHI), for
a spherical cloud with a given dust content and surrounded
by a photo-dissociating UV field. Following Fu et al. (2013)
this prescription is updated using the McKee & Krumholz
(2010) fitting equations with the molecular-gas fraction fH2
given by:
fH2 =

2(2−s)
4+s , s < 2;
0, s > 2.
(7)
In this prescription, s is given by:
s =
ln(1 + 0.6χ + 0.01χ2)
0.6τc
, (8)
in which χ = 3.1 (1 + 3.1Z′0.365)/4.1, τc =
0.066 (Σcomp/Mpc−2) Z′, Z′ = Zgas/Z is the gas-phase
metallicity in solar units (with Z = 0.0134, following
Asplund et al. 2009) and Σcomp is the gas surface density of
the gas cloud. Since the gas surface density in the model
is the azimuthally averaged value in each concentric ring,
a clumping factor cf is introduced to take into account the
fact that the gas in real disk galaxies is not smooth. We
introduce an effective gas density Σcomp:
Σcomp = cfΣgas. (9)
Since there is observational evidence that the gas in metal
poor dwarf galaxies is more clumpy than in more metal
rich galaxies like our own Milky Way (Lo et al. 1993;
Stil & Israel 2002), we adopt a variable clumping factor that
depends on gas-phase metallicity:
cf =

0.01−0.7, Z′ < 0.01;
Z′−0.7, 0.01 6 Z′ < 1;
1, Z′ > 1.
(10)
Fu et al. (2013) found that the Krumholz et al. (2009) pre-
scription can easily yield non-convergent results at very low
metallicities. The reason is that molecular cloud formation
can only happen after metals have been produced, while
metal production requires molecular clouds and star for-
mation. As a result, the H2 formation rates for galaxies
that have recently started forming stars are quite uncer-
tain and we therefore assume that galaxies with Z′ < 0.01
have Z′ = 0.01. This yields clumping factors of cf ∼ 25,
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Figure 1. Visualization of the build-up of the radial properties of discs in our new scheme. Top and bottom panels show the evolution
of the mean radial profiles of star formation surface density and of stellar mass, respectively, for the progenitors of galaxies selected by
stellar mass at z = 0. The left column shows the evolution of profiles for the progenitors of star-forming, intermediate mass galaxies for a
simplified model without SN and AGN feedback and without radial inflow of cold gas. The middle and right columns show the evolution
of profiles for galaxies in the full model for two distinct bins in mass and star formation rate. The middle panels represent the evolution
of star-forming, intermediate mass galaxies, while the right panels represent the evolution of passive, massive galaxies.
in agreement with the values of 20-30 used in simulations
of high-redshift, low-metallicity systems (e.g. Wang et al.
2011; Kuhlen et al. 2012). Between Z′ = 0.1 and 1 the
clumping factor varies from 5 to 1, which agrees with the val-
ues suggested for normal galaxies in Krumholz et al. (2009).
An alternative to adopting this low-metallicity floor would
be to simply allow for the initial enrichment to happen from
other channels of star formation, e.g. instabilities and merg-
ers (Stevens & Brown 2017).
2.2.4 H2-based star-formation law
Once a model for the spatially-resolved formation of H2 has
been implemented, it is possible to adopt a star-formation
law in which the amount of stars formed is directly related
to the amount of H2 present in a certain region of a galactic
disc. As in Fu et al. (2013), we assume that star-formation
surface density is proportional to the H2 surface density (e.g.
Leroy et al. 2008; Bigiel et al. 2011; Schruba et al. 2011;
Leroy et al. 2013). However, we also include an inverse de-
pendence with dynamical time, such that:
ΣSFR = αH2ΣH2/tdyn, (11)
where tdyn = Rcold/Vmax. This ensures that star forma-
tion is more efficient at early times where dynamical times
are shorter, in accordance with recent observational find-
ings (Scoville et al. 2017; Genzel et al. 2015). In addition,
it makes more physical sense to have gas clouds collapsing
on a timescale that is related to the dynamical time of the
disc rather than a universal constant. Molecular clouds are
likely to coagulate due to relative motions driven by shear
for which this is the relevant timescale.
2.3 Detailed star-formation histories
As in Henriques et al. (2015), the current version of our
model stores star-formation and metal-enrichment histories
using the algorithm described in Shamshiri et al. (2015).
This aspect is essential for the implementation of the
Yates et al. (2013) chemical-enrichment model in order to
follow the time-dependent release of mass and energy by dy-
ing stars. In addition, this makes it possible to compute lu-
minosities, colours and spectral properties in post-processing
using any stellar-population-synthesis model.
An important difference relevant for the present version
of our model is that since the detailed chemical-enrichment
scheme is implemented at the level of the spatially-resolved
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Figure 2. The binning structure in which star formation histories are recorded at different snapshots/redshifts. The most recent bins,
at the bottom of the plot, have the best resolution, with a median age corresponding to a single internal time-step for the semi-analytic
calculation (20 times smaller than the time between snapshots). Older stellar populations are binned together resulting in widths ranging
from a few to ten million years for recent bins to a few Gyrs for the oldest stars.
rings in galactic discs, the recorded star-formation and
metal-enrichment histories must also be recorded separately
for each ring. We store these history bins in each ring with
a time resolution that degrades for older stellar populations.
The most recent activity is always stored with the maxi-
mum resolution, which is set to be equal to a single substep
of the main timestep of the semi-analytic model. As the
computation progresses, older bins are merged together log-
arithmically. Shamshiri et al. (2015) showed that with each
timestep split into ∼20 substeps, one can recover the UV lu-
minosities of galaxies in post-processing with less than 10%
scatter for more than 90% of the galaxies at any given time
(and with much lower scatter at longer wavelengths).
The resulting bin structure is shown as a function of
time in Fig. 2. As can be seen, there is a relatively high
resolution for stellar populations with ages less than ∼1 Gyr.
Typically, these stellar populations are tracked with more
than 5 bins with the highest-resolution timesteps varying
from a few Myr at high redshifts to just over 10 Myr at low
redshifts. Populations older than 1 Gyr are represented by
∼ half a dozen bins at z = 0.
2.4 Detailed chemical enrichment on local scales
With the present update of L-galaxies, we also incorporate
a galactic-chemical-enrichment (GCE) model that tracks
how much enriched material is returned to the interstellar
medium and circumgalactic medium by each stellar pop-
ulation at any given time. This GCE scheme, introduced
by Yates et al. (2013), directly follows the delayed enrich-
ment of eleven individual chemical elements (H, He, C, N,
O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, and Fe) produced by SNe-Ia, SNe-II,
and winds from AGB stars, adopting mass and metallicity-
dependent stellar yields and lifetimes. This scheme also in-
cludes a reformulation of the associated SN feedback, so that
energy and heavy elements are released into the ISM and
CGM when stars die, rather than when they are born (i.e.
we eliminate the instantaneous-recycling approximation).
The bulk of the GCE set-up used in this new version of
L-galaxies is the same as described in Yates et al. (2013).
In brief, the total ejection rate of chemical element X by a
simple stellar population (SSP) at time t is given by,
eX(t) =
∫ MU
ML
MX(M, Z0) ψ(t − τM) φ(M) dM , (12)
where M is the initial mass of a star, τM is its lifetime,
ML is the lowest mass of star to eject material at time t
(i.e. one with a lifetime of τM = t), MU is the maximum
star mass considered (120 M in this work), and MX is the
mass of element X ejected per star, which depends on the
initial mass M and initial metallicity Z0. This ejecta mass
comprises both the yield, yX, and the mass of element X
that passes through a star unprocessed before being ejected.
Finally, ψ(t − τM) is the SFR at a star’s birth, and φ(M) dM
is the number of stars in the mass range M 7→ M+dM per
unit mass of star formation. For more details, we refer the
reader to section 4 of Yates et al. (2013).
Mass- and metallicity-dependent yields are taken from
Marigo (2001) for AGB stars, from Thielemann et al.
(2003) for SNe-Ia (not metallicity dependent), and from
Portinari et al. (1998) for SNe-II. Mass- and metallicity-
dependent stellar lifetimes are also taken from the calcula-
tions of Portinari et al. (1998). A Chabrier (2003) IMF with
a constant high-mass-end slope of αIMF = −2.3 is always
assumed. When modelling the lifetimes of SNe-Ia, a con-
stant power-law delay-time distribution (DTD) with a slope
of -1.12 is assumed, following Maoz et al. (2012).
Two modifications to the parameters governing GCE
have been made here, in comparison to those chosen by
Yates et al. (2013). First, the fraction of objects between
3 and 16 M in each stellar population that are assumed to
form SN-Ia progenitors has been increased from Aold = 0.028
to A = 0.04 (for our chosen IMF, this is equivalent to a frac-
tion of all objects in a stellar population that are assumed to
form SN-Ia progenitors of A′ = 0.00154). This new value is
still well within the range inferred from observations of the
SN-Ia rate, which suggest 0.024 . A . 0.081 (Maoz et al.
2012).
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Second, the amount of direct enrichment of the hot cir-
cumgalactic medium (CGM) by supernovae has been modi-
fied. Previously, all supernovae exploding in the stellar disc
were assumed to directly enrich the ISM. This material was
then fully mixed with the ambient cold gas, before being re-
heated into the CGM, or expelled from the dark-matter halo
in galactic winds. In our new version of L-galaxies, we in-
stead allow 30% of the ejecta from both SNe-II and SNe-Ia
to be directly dumped into the CGM, constituting a metal-
rich wind that is then allowed to cool and re-accrete onto
the galaxy along with the ambient hot gas. This value was
chosen so that the normalization of the gas phase metallicity
relation shown in Fig. 13 is roughly consistent with obser-
vations (although we note that similar results are obtained
with values ranging from 10 to 50%). More sophisticated
prescriptions for the direct enrichment of the CGM will be
investigated in future work.
2.4.1 Spatially resolved SN feedback
In addition to allowing metal-rich winds to deposit material
directly into the CGM, a major modification of the present
work is that all the material and energy ejected into the
ISM by stellar populations is spatially resolved. In practice
this means that stellar populations return mass and energy
to a specific ring and that the amount of energy used for
reheating the ISM, and the value at which it saturates, is
computed independently for that ring. Any left-over energy
from reheating the ISM in each ring is then added-up and
used to eject hot gas into the external reservoir.
In detail, the energy effectively available to the gas com-
ponents from supernovae and stellar winds is taken to be:
∆ESN = halo × ∆M?,RηSNESN, (13)
where ∆M?,R is the mass returned to the ISM by different
stellar populations (as opposed to the mass of stars formed
used in Henriques et al. 2015), ηSN is the number of super-
novae expected per solar mass of stars returned to the ISM
(0.0149 M−1, assuming a universal, Chabrier 2003, IMF),
ESN is the energy released by each supernova (1051erg) and
halo is a free parameter given by:
halo = ηeject ×
0.5 +
(
Vmax
Veject
)−βeject  . (14)
The mass of cold gas reheated by star formation and
added to the hot atmosphere is assumed to be directly pro-
portional to the amount of stars returned to the ISM:
∆Mreheat, i = disk∆M?,Ri , (15)
where the second efficiency is:
disk =  reheat ×
0.5 +
(
Vmax
Vreheat
)−βreheat  (16)
and ∆Mreheat, i and ∆M?,Ri are computed locally for each
ring. This reheating is assumed to require energy ∆Ereheat,i =
1
2∆Mreheat, iV
2
200c
. If ∆Ereheat, i > ∆ESN × ∆M?,Ri /∆M?,R ,
the reheated mass in each ring is assumed to saturate at
∆Mreheat, i = ∆ESN × ∆M?,Ri /∆M?,R/
(
1
2V
2
200c
)
.
Any remaining SN energy is added up and used to eject
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Figure 3. Resolution tests using the z = 0 “mass” functions for
cold gas mass, SFR, stellar mass and BH mass. The dashed and
solid lines show results based on the MS and MS-II simulations
respectively. The larger volume/lower resolution MS simulation
is incomplete at low masses, but has better statistical power for
the most massive objects.
a mass ∆Meject of hot gas into an external reservoir:
1
2
∆MejectV
2
200c
= ∆ESN − ∆Ereheat, (17)
where ∆Ereheat is the sum over all the rings.
2.5 Convergence
With the significant changes introduced in the present
model, in particular with the newly-implemented ability to
resolve the radial structure of galaxy discs, it is important
to test whether our simulation results are numerically con-
verged, and at which mass scales resolution effects might
be important. As described in Henriques et al. (2015), the
model is calibrated using a representative subset of merger
trees based on the MS and MS-II simulations. Galaxies based
on the former are used to compare with observations for
stellar masses log10(M∗/M ) > 9 and the latter for stellar
masses below this value. The resulting best-fit parameters
are then used to run the galaxy formation model on both
simulations and produce all the plots presented in this paper.
Fig. 3 shows that mass functions based on the MS and MS-
II simulations, which differ in resolution by a factor of 125,
agree well for log10(M∗/M ) > 8.5, log10(MCold/M ) > 9.0,
log10(SFR/( Myr−1)) > −1.0 and log10(MBH/M ) > 7.5.
3 COMPARISON WITH OBSERVED GALAXY
PROPERTIES USED AS CONSTRAINTS
In this section we start our comparison between model re-
sults and observations for properties either used as con-
straints in our MCMC sampling, or directly related to those.
The former are the stellar mass functions shown in Fig. 4,
the red fractions as a function of stellar mass shown in Fig. 5
and the HI mass function shown in Fig. 9. In addition, we
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Figure 4. The evolution of the stellar mass function from z = 0
to 3. Results for the current model (solid red lines) are compared
with those from Henriques et al. (2015) (dashed red lines) and
with a combination of observational data sets (blue symbols) de-
scribed in Appendix A2 of Henriques et al. (2015).
compare our results with observations of (i) star formation
rates (Figs. 6, 7 and 8), which are directly related to red
fractions, and (ii) different cold gas phases (Figs. 10, 11 and
12), related to the HI content. In this and the next section
we will analyse how our new model, with a self-consistent
treatment of multiphase ISM, star formation, feedback and
chemical enrichment on local scales, compares with observed
properties on galactic scales. After showing that it produces
a realistic population of galaxies we will then fully exploit its
new capabilities by comparing model results with observed
radial profiles in Section 5. Multiple observational data sets
were used to constrain both the evolution of the stellar mass
function and red fraction as a function of stellar mass. These
were presented in Henriques et al. (2015) and we refer the
reader to that paper, and in particular to Appendix 2, for a
full description of the methodology used to combine them.
3.1 Evolution of the stellar mass function and red
galaxy fraction
In this section, we compare our model with observations of
the evolution of the stellar mass function and the red fraction
as a function of stellar mass. These properties were the main
constraints used to build the Henriques et al. (2015) model.
Fig. 4 compares the stellar mass functions from our new
model over the redshift range 0 6 z 6 3 to the observa-
tional data that were used to constrain its parameters. The
latter were obtained by combining datasets from SDSS at
z = 0 (Baldry et al. 2008; Li & White 2009; Baldry et al.
2012) and ULTRAVISTA at higher redshifts (Ilbert et al.
2013; Muzzin et al. 2013). As described in Henriques et al.
(2015) we convolve our theoretical estimates with a Gaus-
sian in log10 M∗ with width increasing with redshift, in order
to mimic the uncertainties in observational determinations
of stellar mass (σ = 0.08 × (1 + z)).
As was found in our previous model, the level of agree-
ment between model and observations shown in Fig. 4 re-
quires very strong SN feedback at early times, and a rel-
atively long timescale for reincorporation of ejected mate-
rial, in order to suppress the build-up of low-mass galaxies
at z > 2 (Henriques et al. 2013). The latter ensures sig-
nificant return of material onto intermediate-mass objects
at z 6 2 and enhances the amplitude of the mass func-
tion around M∗ to fit observation. Similar trends have been
identified in other semi-analytic models by Mitchell et al.
(2014), Hirschmann et al. (2016) and Lagos et al. (2018). In
the case of the present model, we need to use all the en-
ergy available from SN to reheat and eject gas from low-
mass galaxies in order to reduce their number density at
log10(M∗/M ) ∼ 9. Nevertheless there is still an hint of an
excess below this mass. This indicates that our model could
still be missing some important source of heating for which
cosmic rays would be a likely candidate.
Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the red fraction as a
function of stellar mass. Observational estimates are ob-
tained by dividing the number density of red objects by
the number density of all galaxies using the stellar mass
functions of red and blue galaxies. The z = 0 data points
are based on SDSS (Baldry et al. 2004) while high-redshift
data points are based on ULTRAVISTA (Ilbert et al. 2013;
Muzzin et al. 2013). Passive and star-forming galaxies in the
model are selected using a cut in u − r versus r at z = 0
and in sSFR versus stellar mass at higher redshifts (see Ap-
pendix A). This cut is meant to adequately separate the two
populations in the model and, although normally close to it,
is not necessarily the one used in interpreting observations.
The model roughly reproduces the observed trends,
with massive galaxies being predominantly quenched and
low-mass galaxies being predominantly star-forming. In de-
tail, the red fraction approaches 0.7 at log10(M∗/M ) ∼ 11.0
and 0.1 at log10(M∗/M ) ∼ 8. As shown in Henriques et al.
(2017), low-mass red galaxies are predominantly satellites
that have their star formation quenched by environmen-
tal processes. Since the fraction of satellites is ∼30% at
any stellar mass, and approximately half of the satellites
are quenched in our model at log10(M∗/M ) ∼ 9, satellites
alone account for ∼15% of galaxies being quenched in this
mass range. At higher masses, when the host haloes of galax-
ies reach a mass of log10(Mvir/M ) ∼ 12, they switch from
the cold to the hot mode of accretion. SN then become in-
efficient in removing gas and galaxies experience a phase
of enhanced star formation and black-hole growth. Shortly
thereafter, black holes become massive enough to produce
sufficient AGN feedback to completely shut down cooling
and quench galaxies (Henriques et al. 2019).
In comparison to Henriques et al. (2015) and to obser-
vation, there is a deficit of red galaxies in our new model at
high mass (log10(M∗/M ) > 10.5) and high redshift (z > 2).
This deficit seems to be caused by the more detailed treat-
ment of cold gas and star formation in our new model. Since
the latter now requires the formation of molecular gas, a rel-
atively inefficient process particularly in the outer rings of
massive galaxies, these objects now have relatively long gas
depletion timescales once cooling is suppressed by AGN feed-
back. As we shall see, the new radially resolved treatment
of galactic discs does, however, result in significantly more
realistic model results for their gas properties. The selection
in colour done at z = 0 (left panel) leads to a downturn in
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Figure 5. The evolution of the red fraction as a function of stellar mass from z = 0 to 3. Results for the current model (solid red lines) are
compared with those from Henriques et al. (2015) (dashed red lines) and with a combination of observational data sets (blue symbols)
derived from the stellar mass function of red and blue objects as described in Appendix A2 of Henriques et al. (2015).
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lines) are compared with those from the Henriques et al. (2015) model (dashed red lines) and with observations from SDSS-DR7 (solid
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the fraction of red galaxies at high mass, consistent with the
deficit in metallicity seen in Fig. 14.
3.2 Star-formation rates
3.2.1 Local star-formation rates
Fig. 6, shows histograms of specific star-formation rate
(sSFR) at z = 0, for bins of increasing stellar mass
(from top left to bottom right). Observational data from
Brinchmann et al. (2004) that includes the Salim et al.
(2007) updates are plotted as solid black lines after apply-
ing a Vmax correction (every galaxy is weighted by 1/d3max,
where dmax represents the maximum distance out to which
the galaxy could be observed considering the flux limit of the
survey). Results from the new model are shown as solid red
lines. Focusing on low-mass galaxies (the top panels) we see
that the model correctly captures their star-forming peak
(except for the lowest mass bin, on the top left, where reso-
lution may affect the results). In the bottom panels of Fig. 6
we see that the fraction of quenched galaxies significantly
increases towards higher mass — almost all galaxies with
log10(M∗/M ) > 11.0 have log10(sSFR/yr−1) < −11.0 (two
bottom-right panels). Our model also correctly captures the
observed trend for an increasingly dominant passive peak
with increasing stellar mass. Nevertheless, a small popula-
tion of star-forming galaxies persists above log10(M∗/M ) ∼
11.0 in our model, in disagreement with observation. As pre-
viously described, this seems to be caused by some massive
galaxies retaining a residual amount of cold gas and star
formation for many Gyr after cooling is shutdown by AGN.
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Figure 8. Evolution with redshift of the comoving density of cos-
mic star formation. The new model (based on the MS and MS-
II simulations, respective dashed and solid red lines) and that
of Henriques et al. (2015) (dashed red line) are compared with
observational data from Bouwens et al. (2012), Behroozi et al.
(2013) and Driver et al. (2018).
3.2.2 Evolution of star-formation rates
As is the case for their z = 0 analogues, star-forming galaxies
at high redshift are observed to lie on a tight sequence of SFR
versus stellar mass, with a scatter of only ∼ 0.3 dex, at least
out to z = 2 (Elbaz et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007). In Fig. 7
we show this so-called ”main sequence” of star formation for
our model as filled grey contours at logarithmically spaced
intervals. At z = 0 the model is compared with a stellar
mass-complete sample from SDSS (empty solid contours).
Additional datasets, shown as coloured circles and brown
lines, are for star-forming objects only. At z 6 1.0, there is
a clear build-up of a passive population in the model (three
left panels).
In all panels, the theoretical distribution of star-forming
galaxies is particularly tight, with a similar scatter to that
observed for log10(M∗/M ) > 9.5, similar slope and increas-
ing normalization with increasing redshift. In our model, this
simply reflects the scaling of cooling rate and feedback effi-
ciency with halo mass for log10(Mvir/M ) . 12.0. The star-
formation process is largely determined by the availability
of baryons in the cold phase, which in turn is controlled by
a balance between accretion of halo gas and ejection of the
ISM by SNe. This also explains the similarity between the
properties of star-forming objects in the new model and in
Henriques et al. (2015).
In Fig. 8 we show the evolution of the integrated
star formation rate density (SFRD). Our new model re-
sults based on the MS and MS-II simulations (respectively,
dashed and solid red lines) are compared with a compila-
tion of data from Behroozi et al. (2013) (gray region) and
with independent derivations from Bouwens et al. (2012)
and Driver et al. (2018). While there is agreement between
new model and data for MS based results, the normaliza-
tion of the theoretical SFRD based on MS-II lies above the
observational data, and that of Henriques et al. (2015), at
z ∼ 0 by ∼ a factor of 2. This is likely a combined effect of
the slight excess in the number density of low-mass galaxies
seen in Fig. 4, the fact that the sSFR distribution at fixed M∗
is shifted towards larger values for log10(M∗/M ) > 10.0 in
Fig. 6 and the slight excess in the MS-II-based SFR function
at log10(SFR/M yr−1) ∼ 1 seen in Fig. 3.
3.3 Gas properties
This subsection examines our new model’s results for the HI
mass function, the distribution of the ratio HI/Lr in bins of
HI mass and the fractions of galactic mass in HI and H2 as
functions of stellar mass (all at z = 0), as well as the evolu-
tion over redshift of the integrated cosmic density in H2. All
these quantities can be compared with recent observational
estimates.
In Fig. 9 we compare our new model (the solid red line)
and that of Henriques et al. (2015) (the dashed red line) to
observed z = 0 HI mass functions, in particular, to HIPASS
data as analysed by Zwaan et al. (2005) and to ALFALFA
data as analysed by Haynes et al. (2011) and Jones et al.
(2018). Note that the HI mass function was one of the con-
straints used in the MCMC determination of the parameters
of our new model, whereas it was not used as a constraint by
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Figure 9. Comparison of model results for the mass function of
atomic gas at z = 0 with observational data from Zwaan et al.
(2005), Haynes et al. (2011) and Jones et al. (2018). In the cur-
rent model HI is tracked directly, while a conversion factor of
0.54 × Mcold is used to plot results from Henriques et al. (2015)
(dashed red line).
Henriques et al. (2015). The amount of HI is tracked directly
in our current modeling, but for Henriques et al. (2015) we
have multiplied total cold gas masses by MHI/Mcold = 0.54 to
make this plot4. The figure shows that agreement is achieved
across the entire observed mass range used to constrain the
model (Zwaan et al. 2005; Haynes et al. 2011). This repre-
sents a significant success, since it has been particularly chal-
lenging for ΛCDM-based models to match simultaneously
the abundances of low-mass galaxies as a function of stellar
and HI mass (Lu et al. 2015). Our findings are consistent
with recent literature, with models that adopt strong SN-
driven winds and a multiphase treatment of gas on sub-kpc
scales producing results that are consistent with observa-
tion (Stevens et al. 2016; Crain et al. 2017; Xie et al. 2017;
Lagos et al. 2018).
A stringent test of our more detailed treatment of cold
gas is provided by the distribution of gas-to-stellar mass ratio
as a function of galactic mass. For large HI-flux-limited sur-
veys such as ALFALFA, for which optical imaging is avail-
able for all detected objects, it is possible to construct com-
plete, volume-limited versions of this distribution in the form
of distributions of the HI/Lr flux ratio for galaxies binned
by their HI mass. Such distributions are shown in Fig. 10
for the Haynes et al. (2011) ALFALFA data using 0.5 dex
bins in log10 MHI (increasing from top left to bottom right)
and are compared to results from the Henriques et al. (2015)
model (dashed red lines) and our new model (solid red lines).
We remind the reader that the cold gas content of galaxies
in the local Universe is used as a constraint in our MCMC
sampling of the parameter space of our new model (Fig. 9).
As a result, unlike the Henriques et al. (2015) case that ex-
4 We note that Martindale et al. (2017) partitioned the HI and
H2 content of Henriques et al. (2015) in post-processing using an
analytic surface-density profile and observed a similar behaviour
at low mass to that obtained with our simple conversion.
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Figure 10. Histograms of the ratio of cold gas mass to r
band luminosity in different bins of atomic gas mass. The cur-
rent model (solid red line) and that of Henriques et al. (2015)
(dashed red lines) are compared with the HI-flux-limited sample
of Haynes et al. (2011) from ALFALFA (blue circles).
hibits a significant deficit of HI at intermediate stellar mass
and an excess at low-mass, the new model agrees well with
the observations in all HI mass bins except the lowest, where
HI fractions are too high by about a factor of two. Our new
model produces realistic HI gas fractions over three orders
of magnitude in HI mass.
3.3.1 H2 content
Fig. 11 compares theoretical HI (red) and H2 (blue) over stel-
lar mass fractions as a function of stellar mass with xCOLD
GASS (Saintonge et al. 2017) and xGASS (Catinella et al.
2018) data for star-forming galaxies. xCOLD GASS builds
upon the original COLD GASS survey, providing a cen-
sus of the molecular-gas content of a mass-selected sample
(log10(M∗/M ) > 9.0) at 0.01 < z < 0.05. These were ob-
tained using CO(1-0) measurements from the IRAM-30m
telescope complemented by observations of the CO(2-1) line
with both the IRAM-30m and APEX telescopes. Both sur-
veys were accompanied by sister programs at the Arecibo
telescope aimed at obtaining HI-mass estimates for a similar
sample of galaxies. The observational data points correspond
to weighted medians and the errors take into account sta-
tistical uncertainties associated with the IRAM calibration
and aperture corrections and the sampling error determined
from bootstrapping. It should be noted that while model
results are presented for individual galaxies, observational
mass estimates are derived using a beam size of 3.5 arcmin
(corresponding to ∼ 25kpc at z=0.015) and might include
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Figure 11. The mass fractions in HI (red) and H2 (blue). Model
medians and 16th+84th percentiles (solid and dashed lines) are
compared with xCOLD GASS (Saintonge et al. 2017) and xGASS
(Catinella et al. 2018) data. The comparison is restricted to star-
forming galaxies (defined as galaxies not more than 1 dex below
the main sequence).
contributions from multiple objects (see Stevens et al. 2019
for an extensive discussion on the topic).
The distribution of HI mass fractions in our new
model closely match those observed showing a strong de-
cline with increasing stellar mass. The agreement shown in
Fig. 11 is significantly better than for any of the models
shown in Saintonge et al. (2017) — which included the MU-
FASA and EAGLE hydro simulations and the GALFORM
and Santa Cruz semi-analytic models (Gonzalez-Perez et al.
2014; Popping et al. 2014; Lagos et al. 2015; Dave´ et al.
2016; Lacey et al. 2016) — and is consistent with the recent
results from IllustrisTNG presented in Stevens et al. (2019).
In contrast, H2 fractions in the model are significantly higher
than those observed, particularly at high-mass. While the H2
sharply drops above log10(M∗/M ) = 10.5 in observations,
our model shows a much less marked decrease. These ob-
jects host the most powerful AGN and it is plausible that
their radiation will have some impact on the gas of their host
galaxies, in particular, that it can lead to H2 destruction.
We end this section on gas properties by extending the
comparison between model and observation to high redshift.
Fig 12 shows model results for the evolution of the cosmic
mean density in H2 from z = 0 to 5 in the MS (dashed red
line) and MS-II (solid red line) simulations and compares
it with observational data from Keres et al. (2003) (purple
symbol) and Decarli et al. (2019) (blue symbols). The lo-
cal derivation from Keres et al. (2003) was obtained using
the FCRAO Extragalactic CO Survey with sampling cor-
rections derived by matching it to FIR-selected data from
the IRAS Bright Galaxy Surveys. The normalized CO lu-
minosty functions were then converted to a molecular-gas
density using a fixed conversion factor: N (H2)/I (CO) =
3 × 1020 cm−2[K km s−1]−1.
The Decarli et al. (2019) data was obtained using the
ALMA large program ASPECS, the spectroscopic survey in
the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF), covering a total area
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Figure 12. Evolution with redshift of the comoving density of
molecular hydrogen. Our model results based on the Millennium
(dashed red line) and Millennium-II (solid red line) simulations
are compared with observational data from Keres et al. (2003)
and Decarli et al. (2019).
of 4.6 arcmin2. The broad frequency range covered allows
the identification of CO emission lines of different rotational
transitions at z > 1 which are corrected for CO excitation to
infer the corresponding CO(1-0) luminosities. The authors
then construct CO luminosity functions by splitting the line
candidates by CO transitions in bins of luminosity and di-
viding their number counts by the comoving volume (given
by counting the area with sensitivity >50% of the peak sen-
sitivity obtained at the center of the mosaic in each channel.
These number counts take into account uncertainties in the
line flux estimates, in the line identification, in the conver-
sion factors, as well as for the fidelity of the line candidates.
These are then reflected in the vertical error bars shown in
Fig 12, while the horizontal error bars represent the binning
in redshift.
Finally, H2 masses are obtained by scaling the CO(1-
0) luminosities by a fixed conversion factor, αCO =
3.6 M (K km s−1 pc2)−1 (Daddi et al. 2010), consistent with
the galactic value (Bolatto et al. 2013). The completeness-
corrected H2 masses of each line candidate that passes the
fidelity threshold are then added up in bins of redshift and
divided by the comoving volume in order to derive the cos-
mic molecular-gas density. These densities do not take into
account any extrapolation of the mass function below the
detection limit. However, the true detections account for be-
tween 70 and 90% of the luminosity-weighted integral of the
fitted luminosity functions in the redshift range considered,
so that the H2 comoving densities should, at maximum, un-
derestimate the true value by 10-30%.
Our model correctly captures the overall observed trend
with redshift, although with an apparent deficit of H2 at the
highest redshifts and an excess at z ∼ 0 (particularly for MS-
II based results). The latter is consistent with the excess in
star formation seen in Fig. 8 and both seem to be a conse-
quence of the excessive H2 content, particularly of high-mass
galaxies, seen in Fig. 11. A similar excess was identified in
Saintonge et al. (2017) for a variety of hydro simulations and
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Figure 13. Oxygen to hydrogen abundance ratio versus stel-
lar mass. Our new model results (solid and dashed red lines
indicating the mean, 16th and 84th percentiles of the distribu-
tion) are compared with those from Henriques et al. (2015) (dot-
ted red line), with the compilation of observational estimates in
Kewley & Ellison (2008) and with more recent Te -based mea-
surements from Yates et al. (2019) (Solid and dashed purple lines
indicating the mean and 1σ scatter).
semi-analytic models except when post-processing EAGLE
with the Krumholz (2013) prescription. The latter takes into
account the HI column density when partitioning the ISM.
4 COMPARISON WITH OBSERVED GALAXY
PROPERTIES NOT USED AS
CONSTRAINTS
4.1 Metals
In the following subsections, we outline our results on the
metal content in the cold gas, stars, and hot gas of our model
galaxies at z = 0. A more detailed investigation into chem-
ical enrichment, including the chemical evolution of metal-
licities over cosmic time, will be presented in a follow-up
paper (Yates et al., in prep.). In order to mimic the observa-
tional selection, we restrict our comparison to star-forming
galaxies for both cold gas and stellar metallicities (defined
as galaxies not more than 1 dex below the main sequence,
see Appendix A for details).
4.1.1 Gas-phase mass-metallicity relation
Fig. 13 shows the relation between galaxy stellar mass and
the SFR-weighted oxygen abundance5 in the cold gas (the
MZgR) at z = 0. For our new model (solid and dashed red
lines), we calculate oxygen abundances by first measuring
the number-density ratio of oxygen to hydrogen atoms in
each of the gas disc rings, and then taking the SFR-weighted
5 Due to the independent tracking of eleven different chemical ele-
ments in L-galaxies, the ISM oxygen abundance can be directly
estimated as the number density of oxygen atoms to hydrogen
atoms in the cold gas phase, 12+log(O/H).
mean of these ‘local’ oxygen abundances as the overall metal-
licity of the galaxy. This is done in order to mimic the
emission-weighting of observed metallicities, which are dom-
inated by bright, more metal-rich Hii regions. We also im-
pose an aperture limit of 9 kpc to replicate that of SDSS
measurements in the redshift range 0.04 . z . 0.1 used
to form the Kewley & Ellison (2008) MZgRs. However, this
aperture correction does not significantly affect our SFR-
weighted oxygen abundances (see also Tremonti et al. 2004),
as the majority of the star-forming gas in these systems is
found at smaller radii (see Fig. 19). For the Henriques et al.
(2015) model relation (dotted red line), we simply con-
vert the cold gas metallicity to an oxygen abundance using
12 + log10(O/H)gas = log10(Zgas/Z ) + 8.69.
Model results are compared with observational data
from Kewley & Ellison (2008), who used a variety of strong-
line-based calibrations to derive Zg, and with measurements
based on electron temperature (Te) from Yates et al. (2019).
It is well known that these two methods can yield MZgRs
that are offset in normalisation by up to ∼ 0.7 dex, while the
scatter among the strong-line-based relations alone is ∼ 0.4
dex (giving an indication of the broad range of metallici-
ties observed in local extragalactic Hii regions)6. The dis-
tribution of gas-phase metallicities in our new model, as
in Henriques et al. (2015), is within the observational range
spanned by the Kewley & Ellison (2008) compilation. The
slope of the relation is also well matched at low masses but it
seems steeper than observed at log10(M∗/M ) > 10.0. If the
flattening of the observed relation at high mass were caused
by recent accretion of a small amount of low-metallicity gas
(see also Yates & Kauffmann 2014), this would be consistent
with the levels of star formation in our massive galaxies be-
ing too high.
4.1.2 Stellar mass-metallicity relation
Fig. 14 shows the relation between stellar mass and stellar
metallicity (the MZ∗R) at z = 0 for star-forming galaxies in
our new model (the solid and dashed red lines) and for that
of Henriques et al. (2015) (the red dotted line). For com-
parison, observational results from Zahid et al. (2017), are
shown as green and purple circles (for luminosity-weighted
and mass-weighted measurements, respectively). These are
derived using full spectral fitting of M∗-binned stacks of
∼ 200,000 SDSS-DR7 and utilise stellar absorption lines to
determine Z∗. In addition, the figure shows measurements
based on Lick indices from Gallazzi et al. (2005) (solid and
dashed blue lines) for ∼ 175,000 SDSS-DR2 galaxies. All
stellar metallicities are normalised here to the proto-solar
metal abundance as measured by Asplund et al. (2009),
Z = 0.0142.
The Gallazzi et al. (2005) dataset incorporates galaxies
of all SFRs, including passive systems (especially at higher
mass) that tend to have higher Z∗ than star-forming galaxies
of the same mass (see e.g. Okamoto et al. 2017). The data
6 Although the Te method is believed to be a more direct probe of
the true oxygen abundance, it is currently limited to lower-mass
systems, primarily because the auroral emission lines required are
very faint and their strength is inversely proportional to metal-
licity (see e.g. Peimbert 1967; Bresolin 2008)
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Figure 14. Stellar metallicity as a function of stellar mass. Re-
sults from our new model (solid and dashed red lines indicating
the mean, 16th and 84th percentiles of the distribution) are com-
pared with those from Henriques et al. (2015) (dotted red line)
and with observational data from Gallazzi et al. (2005) (light-
weighted, solid and dashed blue lines) and Zahid et al. (2017)
(purple and green symbols, respectively for mass- and light-
weighted measurements).
provided by Zahid et al. (2017), which only consider star-
forming systems, are therefore likely a fairer comparison to
our model relation.
Overall, we find a good correspondence between our
model results and the SDSS data over the three orders of
magnitude in stellar mass considered. At low masses, the
slope of our model MZ∗R matches that of the Zahid et al.
(2017) relations fairly well, although the normalisation is
a factor of ∼2 above the observed mass-weighted relation.
Nonetheless, it is encouraging to see convergence to a similar
value of Z∗ at higher mass, where star-formation histories,
weighting differences, and spectral fitting issues are all likely
to be better constrained in observations.
Finally, we note that the large metallicity deficit pre-
viously noted by Hirschmann et al. (2016) is not present in
any of our models, despite the strong SN feedback removing
metals in low-mass galaxies.
4.1.3 Metal content in the ICM
The iron abundance in the hot, X-ray emitting gas surround-
ing galaxy groups and clusters is well reproduced by our new
model. Fig. 15 shows model results for the relation between
the temperature of the hot ICM at r500, T500 (a proxy for the
gravitating mass), and the mean iron abundance within r500
(the black points). Also shown are the observational dataset
from Yates et al. (2017) for clusters (orange points), and
from Mernier et al. (2018b) for clusters and groups (light
blue points).
Observationally, T500 is obtained from measurements
of the mean emission-weighted ICM temperature within
some aperture, while in the model it is derived from a
standard calculation of T200. Both are then scaled to r500
assuming either the Vikhlinin et al. (2006) (for clusters)
or Rasmussen & Ponman (2007) (for groups) temperature
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Figure 15. Mean, mass-weighted ICM iron abundance within
r500 for galaxy groups and clusters, as a function of the ICM
temperature at r500. Model systems (normalised number density
of galaxies in logarithmic grey-scale contours) are plotted along-
side observational galaxy cluster data from Yates et al. (2017, or-
ange points) and galaxy group & cluster data from Mernier et al.
(2018b, light blue points).
profile (see Yates et al. 2017 section 2.3, for details). The
theoretical value for the hot-gas temperature is given by
T200 = µmpσ2200/k, where µmp is the average mass of the
particles in the ICM (mp is the proton mass and µ=0.58),
k = 8.6173 × 10−8KeV/K is Boltzman’s constant and σ200 is
calculated dynamically from the mass of the cluster assum-
ing an NFW profile.
As in the Yates et al. (2017) analysis, we have ho-
mogenised and re-scaled all observed temperature and iron
abundance measurements to provide a consistent compari-
son between the model and the various observations. Here,
we further refine this technique by including two modifi-
cations. First, we update the ZFe radial profile assumed
when re-scaling all measurements to that presented by
Mernier et al. (2017), which is based on a set of 44 groups
and clusters from the CHEERS sample (de Plaa et al. 2017)
observed with XMM-Newton. This CHEERS analysis found
very similar profile shapes for groups and clusters. We there-
fore fit a beta-model to the Mernier et al. (2017) ‘full sam-
ple’ stacked data (their table 2) and apply this ZFe profile
to all systems, allowing the normalisation to vary for each,
depending on the total iron abundance measured. The same
procedure is also applied to our model systems, which are as-
sumed to have a Mernier et al. (2017) profile when re-scaling
the iron abundance from within r200 to within r500 (see Sec-
tion 5 of Yates et al. 2017 for details.)
Second, we take account of recent improvements to the
way iron abundances are obtained from the X-ray spectra of
galaxy groups (Mernier et al. 2018b) by excluding from our
comparison the observational data for galaxy groups com-
piled by Yates et al. (2017) that relied on ZFe estimates
obtained from older spectral-fitting codes. For clusters,
Mernier et al. (2018b) found little difference in the ZFe esti-
mates obtained from older and newer versions of SPEXACT.
Therefore, we choose to include both the CHEERS dataset
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Figure 16. Half-mass radius versus stellar mass for disc-
dominated (blue) and bulge-dominated (red) galaxies. Model re-
sults based only on the Millennium-II simulation (solid, dashed
and dotted lines at z = 0, 1, 2 and 3) are compared with z ∼ 0
data from Mosleh et al. (2013)
.
and that of Yates et al. (2017) in this higher-temperature
regime. For a more detailed investigation into the differences
these two improvements make to the modelling of the ICM
metallicity in L-galaxies, see our follow-up paper, Yates et
al., in prep.
Our analysis of the iron abundance of the intragroup
and intracluster medium within r500 suggests that the mean
ZFe varies little with temperature over around 2 orders of
magnitude in gravitating mass (see also Biffi et al. 2018;
Mernier et al. 2018a). We also find an increasing scatter
around in ZFe with decreasing temperature in the model.
Both the slope and the normalisation of the observed rela-
tion are well reproduced by L-galaxies, without the need
for a variable or top-heavy IMF, for excessive amounts of
SNe-Ia per stellar population, or for enhanced iron yields
from supernova nucleosynthesis.
4.2 Sizes and morphology
Although we treat disc instabilities and mergers in a similar
way to Henriques et al. (2015), we now track the evolution
of the radial structure of discs explicitly and separately for
their stellar and cold gas components. As a result, the sizes
of galaxies may be expected to differ significantly from those
found in earlier models. In this context, it is particularly in-
teresting to look at size differences between star-forming and
quenched galaxies. At given halo mass, dark matter haloes
are more compact at earlier times because of the higher mean
cosmic density. For standard assumptions about angular mo-
mentum conservation, the galaxy discs within them are then
expected to be smaller on average (e.g. Mo et al. 1998), sug-
gesting that quenched galaxies should be smaller than star-
forming ones of the same stellar mass, since their sizes will
be similar to those of star-forming galaxies at the time their
stars were formed (Lilly & Carollo 2016).
In Fig. 16 we plot the median half-mass radii for star-
forming galaxies in our new model (defined as galaxies not
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Figure 17. Fraction of disc-dominated (B/T < 0.3, blue), inter-
mediate (0.3 6 B/T 6 0.7, green) and bulge-dominated (0.7 <
B/T , red) galaxies as a function of stellar mass. Our new model
results based on the Millennium (dashed lines) and Millennium-
II simulations (solid lines) are compared with observational data
from Bluck et al. (2019).
more than 1 dex below the main sequence, see Appendix A
for details) at redshifts z = 0, 1, 2 and 3 as a function of their
stellar mass. As expected, galaxies of given stellar mass are
smaller at higher redshift, but the trend is quite weak, in-
deed, almost absent between the present and z = 1. The red
solid line shows the theoretical size-mass relation at z = 0 for
quenched galaxies (galaxies more than 1 dex below the main
sequence). At low stellar masses, quenched galaxies in the
model are smaller than star-forming ones, but the relation is
steeper for quenched than for star-forming galaxies, so that
above about 1010 M quenched galaxies are typically larger.
For comparison, Fig. 16 also shows observational data at
z ∼ 0 from Mosleh et al. (2013) — for both types of galaxy
the agreement with the model is relatively good over the full
stellar mass range.
In addition to sizes, the relative importance of bulges
and discs is also an important constraint on our new model.
Fig. 17 shows the fraction of bulge-dominated (B/T > 0.7,
red), intermediate (0.3 6 B/T 6 0.7, green) and disc-
dominated (B/T < 0.3, blue) galaxies as a function of stellar
mass. Model results based on the MS-II (solid lines) and MS
(dashed lines) are compared with observational data from
Bluck et al. (2019). As seen in observational data, bulge-
dominated galaxies are rare at low mass and dominant at
high mass in the model, but the latter severely underes-
timates the number of objects with intermediate B/T ra-
tios (this was also clear in the Bluck et al. 2019 analysis).
This is particularly clear in the Millennium-II simulation,
which has high enough resolution to accurately track the
assembly histories of low-mass galaxies. A similar prob-
lem was already present in the models of Guo et al. (2011)
and Henriques et al. (2015). A related discrepancy is that
the fraction of bulge-dominated galaxies exceeds 50% only
for log10(M∗/M ) > 11.25 in the model, whereas the ob-
servational data suggest that this should be the case for
log10(M∗/M ) > 10.6. Although significant uncertainties are
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Figure 18. The black hole mass – bulge mass relation at z = 0.
Results from the current model (normalised number density of
galaxies shown as logarithmic grey-scale contours) are compared
with observational data from McConnell & Ma (2013). Model
galaxies in regions with density below the lowest level contour
are shown as black circles.
introduced into this comparison by the observational diffi-
culty in measuring B/T from photometric data, it seems clear
that the bulge-formation mechanisms in our model need to
be revised (currently bulges are produced only by mergers
with stellar mass ratios exceeding 0.1).
A more realistic implementation of disc instabilities,
for example accounting for the impact of gas, will likely
result in larger spheroidal components and alleviate this
tension. The phenomenon has been independently studied
in the context of the Henriques et al. (2015) version of our
model by Irodotou et al. (2018) and Izquierdo-Villalba et al.
(2019); both papers find a significant population of pseudo-
bulges at intermediate masses. We plan to incorporate these
developments in future version of our model. Similar ap-
proaches have been adopted by other models (Tonini et al.
2016; Stevens et al. 2016; Lagos et al. 2018) also finding im-
proved agreement with observed galaxy morphologies.
4.3 Black Holes and AGN
The final global galaxy property we will analyze is black hole
mass, in particular, its relation with bulge mass. Black holes
are a crucial part of our galaxy formation model since they
provide the necessary feedback to suppress cooling in mas-
sive haloes that leads to the quenching of star formation in
the galaxies at their centres. This relation is shown in Fig. 18
where model results (grey contours) are compared with ob-
servational data from McConnell & Ma (2013) at z = 0. The
tight relation between black hole and bulge mass means that
very massive, bulge-dominated galaxies will host the most
massive black holes. In the case of our model, and as shown
in Henriques et al. (2019), it is, in fact, the strong feedback
from the central black hole that results in suppression of
star formation in discs, allowing massive galaxies to grow
primarily by mergers and become bulge-dominated. As in
previous versions of the L-Galaxies model, the observed re-
lation between black hole mass and bulge mass is quite well
reproduced.
5 SPATIALLY RESOLVED PROPERTIES
In previous sections we have demonstrated that our spatially
resolved model — of cold gas partition, star formation and
delayed mass return form stars and SNe — still provides
a fair representation of the observable Universe in terms of
global galaxy properties. We will now fully exploit its ca-
pabilities by extending our comparison to the radial varia-
tion of properties in observed discs. This is particularly rele-
vant at the moment, since a new generation of multi-object
integral-field units is producing complete and well defined
samples of ∼ 104 galaxies with spatially-resolved spectro-
scopic data. In this paper we will focus on stellar and cold
gas density profiles as well as stellar and cold gas metallic-
ity profiles. The latter will be analyzed in significantly more
detail in a companion paper (Yates et al., in prep.).
When plotting quantities for entire galaxies (and not
just their discs), we assume that mass in bulges is distributed
according to a Jaffe density profile (Jaffe 1983) of the form:
1/x2(1+x)2, where x = r/rb (and rb is the half-mass radius of
the bulge), resulting in M? ∝ x/(1+ x). This form accurately
reproduces a de Vaucouleurs profile when projected onto the
sky.
5.1 Profiles for Milky-Way like galaxies
Fig. 19 shows stellar surface density (top left), HI surface
density (top right), H2 surface density (bottom left) and to-
tal cold gas surface density (bottom right) profiles for Milky-
Way-like galaxies. These are defined as star-forming objects,
with disc-like morphologies (MBulge/M∗ < 0.15), virial veloc-
ities in the range 200 < Vvir/km s−1 < 235 and stellar masses
in the range 10.3 < log10(M∗/M ) < 10.7. Since these are
the type of objects where most of the star formation in the
Universe occurs, their radial gas profiles represent a critical
test to our new spatial-resolved model. Solid and dashed red
lines show the median and 16th+84th percentiles, respec-
tively, while dotted red lines show the mean for the sim-
ulated galaxies. Observations from Leroy et al. (2008) are
shown as blue lines with error bars while data from the
bluedisk survey are shown as solid green lines (Wang et al.
2014; Cormier et al. 2016).
Overall, results from our new model match the slope of
the observed profiles for Milky-Way-like galaxies reasonably
well. In particular, our new model displays centrally concen-
trated H2 profiles and relatively flat HI distributions. This
is a direct consequence of having cold gas predominantly in
the form of H2 in the highest surface-density regions. Nev-
ertheless, the overall normalization of both stellar and cold
gas density profiles seems excessive in the new model. This
is consistent with the excessive levels of star formation found
for these relatively massive galaxies in Fig. 6 and seems to in-
dicate that the complete shutdown of cooling by AGN feed-
back is not sufficient to reduce the cold gas content of these
objects to the observed level.
While the scale length of gas profiles is strongly affected
by the parameter controlling the velocity of inflowing gas
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Figure 19. Radial profiles of stellar (top left), HI (top right), H2 (bottom left) and cold gas (bottom right) surface densities for Milky
Way-like galaxies. The median (solid red lines), 16th and 84th percentiles (dashed red lines) and mean (dotted red lines) of the distribution
for our new model are compared with observational data from Leroy et al. (2008) (solid blue lines) and the bluedisk survey (solid green
lines).
in discs, the latter is only weakly constrained by the prop-
erties used to calibrate our new model. This means that
its value will leave properties like the stellar mass function
and red fractions relatively unchanged while dramatically
affecting the radial extent of different gas components —
notwithstanding the fact that excessively decreasing this in-
flow velocity can reduce the amount of dense cold gas in
galactic centres and suppress star formation. We therefore
do not include this parameter in our MCMC exploration
and fix it a priori at a value of vinflow = 1.0 km s−1kpc−1.
This ensures that the cold gas content is extended enough
in Milky-Way-like galaxies, while still allowing enough ma-
terial to flow into the centres of massive galaxies and to be
transformed into stars at early enough times. Stevens et al.
(2016) implemented a local gas partition recipe in their semi-
analytic model and found good agreement with similar ra-
dial profiles to those shown in Fig. 19. Instead of relying
on a constant radial inflow of gas, the authors implement
a parametrised disc-instability recipe that effectively moves
material inwards when too much gas is accumulated in a
given ring.
5.2 Comparison with MaNGA and CALIFA
population gradients
Fig. 20 shows results from our new model for the radial
distribution of stellar and gas surface densities and for stel-
lar and gas-phase metallicities in different stellar mass bins
(solid coloured lines). Stellar surface densities and metal-
licities are compared with observations data from CALIFA
(Gonza´lez Delgado et al. 2015) and gas-phase metallicities
are compared with observations from the MUSE Atlas of
Discs (Erroz-Ferrer et al. 2019).
The comparison in the top left panel shows that our new
model roughly captures the observational trend of increasing
stellar surface density with decreasing radius and increasing
stellar mass. Nevertheless, at large radii the model overes-
timates the surface density when compared to the CAL-
IFA sample, particularly at low masses. The radial distri-
bution of cold gas surface density in the bottom-left panel
shows an interesting pattern of increasing normalization up
to log10(M∗/M ) ∼ 10.0 and decreasing normalization for
larger stellar masses. This is a direct consequence of our
implementation of AGN feedback, which suppresses cooling
and subsequently star formation above this characteristic
mass.
The two panels on the right show similar patterns for
the theoretical distribution of stellar and gas-phase metal-
licites. The radial distribution in our new model is relatively
flat for massive galaxies (orange and red lines) and increas-
ingly steeper for low-mass galaxies (blue and purple lines).
This is consistent with the observed trends for gas-phase
metallicities seen in MUSE (bottom-right panel), but not
with the flatter stellar metallicity gradients found in CAL-
IFA for low-mass galaxies (top-right panel). In combination,
the two observational studies seem to indicate that the radial
distribution of metals in low-mass galaxies is very steep for
the gas-phase and almost flat for stars. Although it is possi-
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Figure 20. Radial distribution of stellar (top left) and cold-gas (bottom left) surface densities and stellar (top right) and gas-phase
(bottom right) metallicities in our new model for galaxies in different stellar mass bins (solid coloured lines). Stellar surface densities
and metallicities are compared with observational data from CALIFA (Gonza´lez Delgado et al. 2015) and gas-phase metallicities are
compared with observations from the MUSE Atlas of Discs (Erroz-Ferrer et al. 2019).
ble to have different trends for current gas-phase metallici-
ties and cumulative stellar-phase metallicities, it is less likely
for young, star-forming objects that dominate the low-mass
population (Fig. 6). One possible explanation is that there
is some preferential selection of passive low-mass objects in
CALIFA or that most of the mass formed at earlier times in
low-mass galaxies followed a flat or negative gradient.
6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have updated the Henriques et al. (2015) version of the
Munich galaxy formation model, L-galaxies, in order to
follow the spatial variation of the properties of galactic discs.
We explicitly track different cold gas phases, we include a
H2 based star formation law (all following Fu et al. 2013),
and we incorporate the detailed chemical-enrichment model
of Yates et al. (2013). The new model stores radial infor-
mation about the stellar, molecular and atomic gas content
of discs, as well as star formation histories, feedback and
chemical-enrichment histories for 11 different elements in 12
concentric rings.
By introducing a significant additional layer of com-
plexity, our new modelling approach allows direct compari-
son with the kpc- and sub-kpc-scale observations of nearby
galaxies being provided by modern multi-object integral field
unit (IFU) spectrographs (Bacon et al. 2010; Croom et al.
2012; Sa´nchez et al. 2012; Bundy et al. 2015). In addition,
the ability to track the spatial structure of galactic discs
is critical for modelling the transition between atomic and
molecular gas, as well as the effects of the energy released
from stars. Our new model uses the surface density of cold
gas to calculate the relative abundance of atomic and molec-
ular hydrogen, with the latter determining the rate of star
formation. The spatially resolved star formation history is
then used to compute the radial distribution of the mass,
energy and nucleosynthesis products released at later times.
Despite incorporating a significantly more detailed
treatment of the physical processes shaping galactic discs,
our new model maintains the successes of its predecessors
in representing the observed evolution of key global galaxy
properties. These include the stellar mass function, the red
fraction as a function of stellar mass; the evolution of the
star forming main sequence (from z = 0 to 3); the cosmic
SFRD from z = 0 to 10; the sSFR distribution as a function
of stellar mass at z = 0; the metal content of the cold gas,
stellar and hot gas components at z = 0; the sizes and mor-
phologies of local galaxies as a function of their stellar mass;
and the black hole-bulge mass relation. As in previous mod-
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els, the observed z = 0 distribution of bulge fractions is not
well reproduced with the model producing too few objects
with intermediate B/T values. In addition, the new model
has more frequent residual star formation in massive galax-
ies than previous models, and more than is observed.
Our more detailed and spatially resolved treatment of
star formation and feedback leads to a significant improve-
ment in simulated cold gas properties in the new model.
These include the local HI mass function, the mass fractions
in total cold gas, HI and H2 as a function of stellar mass, the
HI/Lr distribution as a function of HI mass, and the evolu-
tion of the cosmic H2 density from z = 0 to 5. Nevertheless,
model galaxies are still excessively rich in H2, and therefore
in SFR, particularly at z = 0 and high stellar mass.
Finally, we fully exploit our new model capabilities by
analysing results for the radial profiles of stellar and cold
gas surface density, stellar metallicities and cold gas oxygen
abundances. Our new model agrees reasonably well with the
radial profiles of stellar, cold gas, HI and H2 surface density
observed for Milky-Way-like galaxies. When comparing with
CALIFA and MUSE data for stellar and cold gas metallicity
profiles we find good agreement for gas-phase metallicities
and stellar-phase metallicity at high-mass, but excessively
steep gradients for low-mass objects.
In this paper we present a significant augmentation of
the traditional semi-analytic modelling approach. This is
based on introducing a spatially resolved model — of both
the cold gas partitioning and star formation and the mass,
energy and elements return — while maintaining the suc-
cesses of previous work in matching the observed global
properties of galaxies. This technique offers new opportuni-
ties, particularly for interpreting the results of ongoing and
upcoming surveys with high-resolution, multi-object IFUs.
The analysis presented in this paper will soon be extended
to include a detailed study of metallicity and star formation
gradients.
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APPENDIX A: SELECTION OF MAIN
SEQUENCE AND PASSIVE GALAXIES
Throughout this paper we use a selection in sSFR versus
stellar mass to distinguish between passive and star forming
galaxies. As shown in Fig. A1 the evolution of the main
sequence of star formation in our model is well described
by sSFR = 2 × (1 + z)2/tH(z=0) (solid red line) out to z = 3.
Our threshold between passive and star forming galaxies is
set by the dashed red line, 1 dex below the main sequence.
In addition to these cuts, and in order to better match the
observational selection, we use a cut in u−r versus r at z = 0
in the left panel of Fig. 5, as described in Appendix A1 of
Henriques et al. (2017).
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Figure A1. The evolution of the sSFR vs stellar mass relation from z = 0 to 3 in our new model. The solid red line roughly traces the
evolution of the median of the main sequence of star formation and is given by sSFR = 2 × (1 + z)2/tH(z=0) . We use the dashed line, 1.0
dex below the main sequence, to distinguish between passive and star forming galaxies throughout the paper.
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